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BT Redcare Dual Path ATM Connectivity
The Client
Quick View Summary
Customer: BT Redcare
Industry: Finance
Location: UK

Business Challenges
Critical applications
Support for dual path and APN failover
Detect connection state of remote sites
Integrate into existing network
monitoring system
4,000 sites
Combination of mobile networks and
wired broadband
Scable technology
Price and performance

BT Redcare is a market-leading specialist in secure, monitored communications
services, which help customers to benefit from automated, intelligent decisions and
responses. With over 25 years of experience, BT Redcare is recognised as having
a world-leading platform for connecting, controlling and managing data, serving
some of the largest organisations in the world.
In a recent project, BT Redcare managed the installation of an innovative and costeffective solution for a major bank's ATM connectivity for 4,000 sites.

The Business Challenge
The bank's ATMs previously had ADSL or dial-up connectivity alone, which meant
they sometimes stopped communicating with the bank. This caused problems for
customers and sometimes led to customer complaints.

The Requirement
The bank required the largest ATM transformation programme BT Redcare has ever
undertaken, resulting in a much-improved customer experience for the bank.

The Solution
BT Redcare chose Virtual Access having partnered with them on previously
successful projects. Jon Shipp, BT Redcare's head of M2M, said "We chose the VA
solution, for the cost saving differentiator with superior features compared to the
competition."
Virtual Access recommended a combination of the GW6000 Series and GW2000
Series routers. The dual SIM architecture on both routers ensures that a backup
mobile network can always take over should the primary network fail. The router
detects a problem and fails over to a standby SIM/APN if necessary. The GW6000
Series router also has ADSL allowing for a dual path solution.
As well as the router combination, the solution incorporated Activator, Virtual
Access' management and provisioning system. By using Activator, BT Redcare was
able to deploy all routers in a timely and controlled manner. Installation engineers
spent less time on site, reducing the overall capital expenditure.

BT Redcare referred to Activator as a “cost saving differentiator with superior
features compared to competition”.

Solution

Jon Shipp says, "Until now, the majority of their ATMs had ADSL or dial-up
connectivity alone. But if that fails, people can't withdraw cash or carry out other
transactions. Our Managed Dual Path solution is a dual path connection using
Virtual Access' GW600 Series managed router that has a PSTN/ADSL line and a
SIM card in the same router. So if the ADSL fails, then the SIM kicks in, providing a
seamless secure switchover. The GW2000 has dual SIM and was deployed at sites
requiring wireless connectivity only.

"As well as improving customer
experience, the solution also allows the
bank to deliver new sites much quicker"
Jon Shipp, Head of M2M, BT Redcare
Technically compliant

"As well as improving customer experience, the BT Redcare solution also allows
the bank to deliver new sites much quicker," Jon Shipp continues, "they no longer
have to wait for the lead time for PSTN/ADSL services to be available at the site
before installing the ATM. They can rapidly deploy the site via the mobile network
immediately while the wired connectivity is fulfilled and delivered when ready."

Dual path
Dual SIM
Integrated 4-port switch
Supports wireless GPRS and 3G

BT Redcare's network management centre proactively monitors the connectivity
to all the sites around the clock for any faults and liaises with other parts of the
business to sort the problem as quickly as possible.

Operates on HSDPA and HSUPA bands
Highly configurable

"We have reached a milestone, with more than 4000 ATMs migrated onto
our resilient Managed Dual Path solution," says Jon, "We are now ramping up
the deployment rate even further to meet our target of completing the full
transformation by September."

Pre-configured before installation
Minimal setup cost and installation
effort
Activator, automatic deployment and
provisioning system
Monitor, secure centralised access to
router connectivity
Excellent after-sales support
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